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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates generally to
techniques for implementing video conferencing.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Video conferences can be configured in a vari-
ety of manners, including switched or transcoded video
and the view of the conference provided may be single-
participant or continuous presence.
[0003] In a switched video scenario, a multi-participant
video conference can be conducted by switching the vid-
eo from a primary participant to all other participants, with
the designated primary participant able to change during
the course of the conference. Typically, the primary par-
ticipant is the active speaker in the conference as deter-
mined by analysis of the contributed audio, and may
change during the course of the conference. The primary
participant may be determined in other ways besides de-
termining the participant with the maximum audio level,
such as by a fixed conference role or by token passing
(the primary participant passes a token to another par-
ticipant, who then becomes the primary participant).
[0004] In the switched video scenario, the primary par-
ticipant receives switched video from one of the other
participants so that they are not viewing themselves while
speaking, since this may be distracting and may expose
the latency of communication between participants. To
avoid these effects, self-view suppression is desirable.
[0005] In a switched video scenario with a single video
stream, the active participant is the only conference par-
ticipant visible to others, and the conference lacks a
group feel, or even a visual representation of who else
is actually in the conference. A more satisfactory confer-
ence experience is achieved with a continuous presence
configuration, in which a conference view is composed
for each secondary participant, showing the primary par-
ticipant and others, but excluding themselves. The con-
tinuous presence experience may be composed locally
at an endpoint that receives multiple video streams (one
stream per displayed participant) but this requires a ca-
pability in the receiving endpoint of decoding multiple vid-
eo streams and composing the decoded video. Alterna-
tively, a transcoding multipoint control unit (MCU) may
decode individual streams from participants and com-
pose the resulting video streams into a single view of the
conference suitable for display to a specific conference
participant (not showing that participant), doing this mul-
tiple times for multiple conference participants. This view
is then encoded uniquely for that participant alone, pro-
viding a dedicated view of the conference. This approach
based on the "transcoding" of compressed video streams
may employ more image processing and video encoding
resources than the switched video scenario described
above, but completely decouples each participant’s con-

ference experience from all others. It also allows for sim-
ple endpoints that handle only a single video stream to
receive a complex composed experience of the video
conference, concentrating processing resources in the
conference center.
[0006] Background art is provided in WO 2005/079068
A1, which discloses an arrangement and method for gen-
erating Continuous Presence (CP) images in a Multipoint
Control Unit (MCU) managing a multisite videoconfer-
ence. The bit structure of the ITU H.26* standards is uti-
lised to reduce the processing time and requirements in
an MCU for generating CP views without self-view. It is
disclosed that, by rearranging macroblocks from coded
CP images, regions in a CP image may be removed so
as allow transmitting CP images without self-view to the
participating sites.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] The present invention is a method as defined
in Claim 1 of the appended claims. Also provided is an
apparatus as defined in Claim 5.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a video conference sys-
tem over a network that may utilize a transcoding
multipoint control unit (transcoder/MCU) that in-
cludes a shared encoder and plural non-shared en-
coders according to the techniques described here-
in.

FIG. 2 illustrates common view content provided to
different participants of a video conference for which
content is provided by way of a transcoder/MCU ac-
cording to the techniques described herein.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of data flow in a transcod-
er/MCU that includes scaling, composing and en-
coding of video data according to the techniques de-
scribed herein.

FIG. 4 is a detailed block diagram of a transcod-
er/MCU that includes a shared encoder and plural
non-shared encoders for providing video data to vid-
eo conference participants according to the tech-
niques described herein.

FIG. 5 illustrates a split frame of video data that may
be created by a transcoder/MCU that includes a
shared encoder and plural non-shared encoders ac-
cording to the techniques described herein.

FIG. 6 is a flow diagram of a split-frame encoding
scheme used in a video conference according to the
techniques described herein.
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FIG. 7 is a flow diagram of a process for performing
shared encoding for creating a primary sub-picture
region that is sent to plural participants according to
the techniques described herein.

FIG. 8 is a flow diagram of a process for performing
non-shared encoding for creating a secondary sub-
picture region to be sent to one participant according
to the techniques described herein.

FIG. 9 illustrates the amount of encoding that can be
saved by utilizing a transcoder/MCU that includes a
shared encoder and plural non-shared encoders ac-
cording to the techniques described herein.

FIG. 10 illustrates a graphical user interface that may
be provided to a user for selecting participants to be
provided on a secondary sub-picture region of video
frames to be shown to the user according to the tech-
niques described herein.

FIG. 11 is a flow diagram of a process for receiving
a user-selection of video to be displayed to that user
and for providing video to the user during a video
conference according to the techniques described
herein.

FIG. 12 is a flow diagram of a process for reassigning
encoders of a transcoder/MCU to participants of a
video conference based on a change in conference
participants according to the techniques described
herein.

FIG. 13 is a flow diagram of a process for performing
flow control for a transcoder/MCU that includes a
shared encoder and plural non-shared encoders ac-
cording to the techniques described herein.

FIG. 14 is a flow diagram of a process for performing
resynchronization of a video stream to participants
in a video conference according to the techniques
described herein.

FIG. 15 is a flow diagram of a process for separating
video conference participants based on common
characteristics of those participants according to the
techniques described herein.

FIG. 16 is a chart showing the processing savings
by using a video conferencing system that includes
a transcoder/MCU with a shared encoder and plural
non-shared encoders.

FIG. 17 is a block diagram of a computing device
that may execute computer program instructions or
logic for controlling a transcoder/MCU that includes
a shared encoder and plural non-shared encoders
according to the techniques described herein.

DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS

Overview

[0009] Presented herein are techniques to encode vid-
eo into multiple video streams that are sent to a plurality
of recipients, such as video conference participants, in
which the property of self-view suppression is maintained
for each recipient, and yet a proportion of the content of
the encoded multiple video streams is encoded in com-
mon for transmission to multiple recipients.
[0010] According to one technique, a method includes
encoding, with a shared encoder, a primary sub-picture
of a frame of video to obtain an encoded primary sub-
picture of the frame of video, encoding, with a first non-
shared encoder, a first secondary sub-picture of the
frame of video to obtain an encoded first secondary sub-
picture of the frame of video, encoding, with a second
non-shared encoder, a second secondary sub-picture of
the frame of video to obtain an encoded second second-
ary sub-picture of the frame of video, wherein the second
secondary sub-picture is different from the first second-
ary sub-picture, combining the encoded primary sub-pic-
ture with the encoded first secondary sub-picture to ob-
tain a first video stream, combining the encoded primary
sub-picture with the encoded second secondary sub-pic-
ture to obtain a second video stream, and transmitting
the first and second video streams to respective recipi-
ents. In one embodiment, a video receive error indication
is received from at least one of the plurality of video con-
ference participants. In response to the received video
error indication, the shared encoder and the plurality of
non-shared encoders are instructed to perform resyn-
chronization. The resynchronization is performed irre-
spective of whether the video receive error indication is
due to an error in the primary sub-picture or the second-
ary sub-picture of the video frame.

Example Embodiments

[0011] Techniques described in detail below compose
video streams contributed by multiple conference partic-
ipants into a continuous presence conference view,
which delivers a more informative view of conference par-
ticipation than viewing a single switched participant. In
order to prevent a participant from seeing themselves
("self-view"), which is a distraction and also exposes the
latency of the video and audio channels used, the con-
ference view for each participant is uniquely composed
and then encoded, and then sent out to each participant
for viewing by the participant.
[0012] Based on the techniques described in detail be-
low, the amount of media-processing resources required
to furnish a set of video conference participants with in-
dependent streams showing other participants in a con-
tinuous presence view of the conference can be reduced
by using a multi-stream (or shared) encoder that gener-
ates common slice data for the parts of the conference
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view that are common to each participant, with per-par-
ticipant slice data for the regions that are unique to each
participant. As a result, encoding resources within a video
conference grow less rapidly than the number of partic-
ipants added to the conference, reaching a limit inde-
pendent of how many participants are in the conference.
[0013] The shared encoding techniques described be-
low are applicable to a video conference system that uses
a transcoder/MCU with plural continuous presence con-
ference view layouts, of which the Cisco TelePresence
(TP) server is one such transcoder/MCU.
[0014] In the techniques described below, encoding re-
sources are shared amongst recipients of composed
continuous presence views of a video conference, with
no participant receiving a view that includes themselves
(i.e., self-view suppression is attained). This may be im-
plemented in a video conference in which all participants
are capable of receiving a common video resolution en-
coded with a common codec, or it may be implemented
in a video conference in which participants have different
codec characteristics, in which each participant is placed
into a subconference of the video conference in which
other participants in that subconference have the same
or similar codec characteristics.
[0015] An improved video conference experience over
switched video is achieved through the use of "continu-
ous presence", in which video streams from some or all
of the conference participants are decoded and com-
bined into a new scene that shows both the active speak-
er as a "primary" participant and some or all of the other
participants as "secondary" participants. Additional par-
ticipants presently off-screen are classified as "tertiary"
participants. Any participant may be elevated to primary
classification if they become the active speaker in the
conference. A tertiary participant may be elevated to sec-
ondary participant if the number of displayed secondary
participants increases in the configuration of the confer-
ence view, or if a secondary participant leaves the con-
ference. The inclusion of a view of multiple participants
gives a more natural conference experience in which the
reactions of others to the active speaker can be seen. If
the composed view contains at most M secondary par-
ticipants out of N in the conference (M and N both integer
values, with M < N), then there are at most M+1 second-
ary participants, plus the primary participant, that are vis-
ible to others in the conference, and N-M-2 participants
(corresponding to tertiary participants) that are not seen
by others.
[0016] A fully transcoded continuous presence config-
uration, as described earlier, has the benefits of partici-
pant control over conference experience, and error re-
covery for each participant independent of all others. A
centralized transcoder/MCU can be used to support con-
tinuous presence video conferencing, in which a confer-
ence server receives media streams (e.g., video and/or
audio) from endpoints corresponding to conference par-
ticipants, mixes the streams, and sends individual
streams back to the endpoints for playback at those end-

points.
[0017] Per-participant encoding is extremely useful in
providing an optimized conference experience to partic-
ipants that have mixed media capabilities (different res-
olutions and/or codec characteristics). However, where
common video capabilities exist among participants, a
more cost-effective experience could be provided by
switching of single streams from source, or by transcod-
ing composition of a single common view to all partici-
pants. Yet the first of these lacks the continuous presence
view (achievable by the switching of multiple streams be-
tween participants) and the second does not achieve self-
view suppression; both are significant omissions on the
fully-transcoded conference experience.
[0018] As described above, transcoding of video con-
ferencing streams to continuous presence conference
views with self-view suppression conventionally employs
a unique video encode for each participant, resulting in
a large amount of encoding resources. Transcoding con-
ferences can be more cost-effective and can be achiev-
able on smaller platforms (e.g., a transcoder/MCU having
lesser processing capabilities) if the amount of encoding
resource is reduced.
[0019] Techniques are described herein that encode
multi-participant conference views without the expendi-
ture of multiple composing and encoding of multiple video
streams, yet at the same time retain the property of self-
view suppression.
[0020] In order to provide a better understanding of the
various techniques described herein, a brief description
of video encoding is provided below.
[0021] Current and upcoming video compression
standards (for example, ITU-T standards H.264 and
H.265, respectively) divide a picture into small coding
blocks, called macroblocks for H.264 and coding units
for H.265, with the blocks covering the picture in a row-
by-row raster scan from top left to bottom right (H.265
also supports other block scan patterns). A contiguous
set of blocks from the raster scan may be coded as a
slice, which has a defined set of coding parameters and
can be decoded independently of other slices. In Internet
Protocol (IP) video conferencing, slices can be generated
to match a target packet size, or alternatively smaller
slices can be aggregated into a single packet and larger
slices can be fragmented into multiple packets.
[0022] A common format for a multi-participant contin-
uous presence view of a conference is for the active
speaker as primary participant to be given a dominant
portion of the encoded picture, with up to M secondary
participants shown as a row of reduced-scale inserts
(e.g., thumbnail views) at either the top or bottom of the
picture. If the secondary participants are superimposed
on top of the view of the primary participant, these inserts
are referred to as Picture-in-Picture, or PiPs. If the sec-
ondary participants are shown above or below the pri-
mary participant without superposition, these inserts are
referred to as Picture-out-of-Picture, or PoPs. In either
case, a good continuous presence view uses a proportion
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of only 10-20% of the picture area at either the top or
bottom of the picture to show up to approximately 10
secondary participants (e.g., from one to ten secondary
participants). The encoded picture may be viewed as
composed of primary and secondary sub-pictures, with
a horizontal boundary between them; where the set of
PiPs or PoPs is composed into a strip that does not span
the entire width of the picture, there may be common
picture content across this horizontal boundary, but the
logical boundary can be imposed nonetheless. In the
techniques described below, this horizontal boundary is
vertically aligned to a boundary between two contiguous
block rows of a frame, in which the primary and second-
ary-sub-pictures of the frame are encoded from inde-
pendent sets of slices.
[0023] Each slice encoded by an encoder includes in-
formation specifying where that slice exists in a frame,
and information regarding the type of encoding per-
formed on raw video data to obtain that slice (i.e., this
information may be included as overhead bits of the
slice). One slice may correspond to a portion of a row of
a frame, another slice may correspond to a full row of a
frame, and another slice may correspond to multiple rows
of a frame, for example. The arrangement of slices for a
particular picture is determined by the encoder, and in
the following, slices are defined to lie wholly on one side
or the other of the horizontal boundary between sub-pic-
tures.
[0024] Taking the case of participants viewing in com-
mon a continuous presence layout with secondary par-
ticipant PiPs shown in a minority-area sub-picture at top
or bottom of the conference view, each of M secondary
participants receives their own unique packet stream for-
matted with appropriate Real-time Transport Protocol
(RTP) and encryption parameters, yet with some slice
data in common. The slice data for the majority part of
the picture area showing the primary participant (the pri-
mary sub-picture) can be generated in common for the
M secondary participants by a single shared encoder.
Also, the slice data for the secondary sub-picture that
corresponds to the remainder of the picture area can be
generated uniquely for each secondary participant, from
a composed secondary sub-picture that shows some or
all of the M-l secondary participants but that suppresses
the self-view for each.
[0025] The creation of a shared primary sub-picture
and a unique secondary sub-picture for each secondary
participant provides for each video stream produced from
the video conference being the product of multiple en-
coders based on common sequence parameters, with
the encode of the primary sub-picture covering the ma-
jority of the coded picture area, and a participant-specific
secondary sub-picture encode performed uniquely for
each participant. If derived under common sequence and
picture parameter set values, and using consistent ref-
erence picture buffer state and reference picture list re-
ordering, the slices from these two separate encodes can
be concatenated and issued as a standards-compliant

video bitstream (e.g., H.264 or H.265) for transmission
to each individual participant for which it was prepared.
[0026] From the perspective of the decoder (i.e., co-
dec) provided at each participant’s location, that decoder
does not know that the video data that it receives is ac-
tually created by two separate encoders, and then con-
catenated or combined in some manner at a central serv-
er (or other device) prior to being sent as packets to the
participant. To allow for the decoder to operate properly
(e.g., to be able to decode the video stream properly for
display at each participant), the encoding processes that
separately produce encoded slices of the primary and
secondary sub-pictures at the central server are made
aware of the sub-picture structure (e.g., where the bound-
ary is provided on the frame of video data that includes
a primary sub-picture region and a secondary sub-picture
region), and impose a constraint on motion compensated
prediction that no motion vectors within the encoded slic-
es can cross the sub-picture boundary; the other principal
prediction mechanism - intra prediction - is already con-
strained to not cross slice boundaries, and so naturally
observes the independence of primary and secondary
sub-pictures. This constraint allows any decoder receiv-
ing the video streams to decode the slices of the common
primary sub-picture without a dependence on the remain-
der of the picture that differs for every participant.
[0027] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a video con-
ference system for which video and audio data is provid-
ed to participants A, B, ..., M of the video conference over
a network 101, which may correspond to the Internet, a
local area network (LAN), or a wide area network (WAN),
for example. An MCU 110 receives video and audio data
from each of the participants A, B, ..., M, processes that
data, and outputs video and audio to each of the partic-
ipants A, B, ..., M. For example, the video output to all
but one of the participants A, B ..., M may include video
of the primary participant (e.g., the current speaker), in
which the participant who is the primary participant does
not receive video of himself/herself, but rather the primary
participant receives video of some other participant (e.g.,
the previous primary participant). MCU 110 includes vid-
eo conference shared encoding logic 120 that enables
the MCU 110 to scale, compose, encode, and transmit
an aggregated, yet customized or unique video stream,
to each of the participants A, B, ..., M.
[0028] FIG. 2 shows a video conference with five par-
ticipants A, B, C, D, E, in which A is the primary partici-
pant, B is the former primary participant, C, D, E are sec-
ondary participants, and in which common view content
is provided to the video conference participants in ac-
cordance with techniques described herein. Participant
A is provided with a frame 210 in which video of former
primary participant B is provided in the primary sub-pic-
ture region and video of secondary participants C, D, E
is provided in the secondary sub-picture region of the
frame 210. Participant B, the former primary participant,
is provided with a frame 220 in which video of primary
participant A is provided in the primary sub-picture region
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and video of secondary participants C, D, E is provided
in the secondary sub-picture region of the frame 220.
Participant C, a secondary participant, is provided with
a frame 230 in which video of primary participant A is
provided in the primary sub-picture region and video of
secondary participants B, D, E is provided in the second-
ary sub-picture region of the frame 230. Participant D, a
secondary participant, is provided with a frame 240 in
which video of primary participant A is provided in the
primary sub-picture region and video of secondary par-
ticipants B, C, E is provided in the secondary sub-picture
region of the frame 240. Participant E, also a secondary
participant, is provided with a frame 250 in which video
of primary participant A is provided in the primary sub-
picture region and video of secondary participants B, C,
D is provided in the secondary sub-picture region of the
frame 250. Thus, none of the participants sees video of
himself/herself, and each participant is provided with vid-
eo of the primary participant (or previous primary if they
are themselves the primary) and a set of secondary par-
ticipants in order to establish a more complete experi-
ence for the video conference that the participant is at-
tending. The size of the set of viewed secondary partic-
ipants may be increased up to a limit beyond which the
visibility of secondary participants would be impaired. Be-
yond this size, additional conference participants would
be ranked as tertiary, would see a view only of primary
and secondary participants, not themselves be visible to
any participants. Assignments as primary, secondary
and tertiary may be made dynamically as participation in
the conference evolves.
[0029] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating data flow
of a transcoder/MCU 110 that can create shared video
streams in accordance with techniques described herein.
In one implementation, transcoder/MCU 110 includes
decoders 310A, 310B, 310C, 310D, 310E that respec-
tively decode video data output by codecs provided at
respective locations of participants A, B, C, D, E. The
output of decoders 310A, 310B, 310C, 310D, 310E re-
spectively corresponds to decoded uncompressed (e.g.,
raw) versions of video streams output by codecs of par-
ticipants A, B, C, D, E.
[0030] The raw video streams may be scaled by scal-
ers 320A, 320B, 320C, 320D, 320E, which scale the raw
video to fit within a particular region of a video frame. For
example, scalers 320A, 320B, 320C, 320D, 320E may
change the resolution of the decoded uncompressed vid-
eo streams, such as by expanding or reducing a decoded
video stream in one or both dimensions, so that the video
can fit into a predetermined space within a frame (or a
portion of the scaled stream can be used to fit a space
within a frame). If the video is expanded or reduced in
both dimensions by scalers 320A, 320B, 320C, 320D,
320E, it can be done by the same scale factor, so that
the aspect ratio of the video can be preserved. It should
be noted that the simplest case is that all participant con-
tribution and distribution resolutions are the same; in that
case, the scalers need only produce the reduced scale

views of secondaries shown in the secondary sub-pic-
ture. The primary sub-picture views of participants A and
B could be obtained directly from the decoders, and used
without scaling. If the contribution resolution were not
correct for use in the primary sub-pictures, then separate
scales (performed by separate scaler objects) would be
used. This so-called simplest case is depicted in FIG. 3
by nothing that the input to CompA can be directly from
DecB and using a dashed line between DecA and
CompB.
[0031] The scaled video output of scalers 320A, 320B,
320C, 320D, 320E is made available to composers 330A,
330B, 330C, 330D, 330E, which copy each frame of its
input video stream into a defined space within a video
frame it is composing; the composed video frame inte-
grates multiple input video streams into a single view of
a set of conference participants. Composer 330B, which
is the composer for former primary participant B, com-
poses a video frame to be sent to former primary partic-
ipant B, in which the video frame includes a primary sub-
picture portion that corresponds to, for example, 80% of
the video frame and a secondary sub-picture portion that
corresponds to, for example, 20% of the video frame.
Composer 330B places the scaled video of primary par-
ticipant A into the primary sub-picture portion of the video
frame, and the scaled video of secondary participants C,
D, E into separate locations within the secondary sub-
picture portion of the video frame (see also FIG. 2), ef-
fectively completing a template corresponding to the de-
sired frame structure (layout) of frames 210, 220, 230,
240, 250 shown in FIG. 2, for example.
[0032] The output of composer 330B is an unencoded
video stream, which is encoded by encoder 340B into
primary sub-picture encoded data and into secondary
sub-picture encoded data of a frame. As will be explained
in more detail, encoder 340B corresponds to a "shared"
encoder, in that the primary sub-picture encoded data
output by encoder 340B is also provided to composers
330C, 330D, 330E, to use in creating composed video
frames to be sent to participants C, D, E (and thus is
"shared" encoded data to be used in each of the frames
to be sent to participants C, D, E).
[0033] As shown in FIG. 3, the primary sub-picture en-
coded data output by encoder 340B may correspond to
one or more slices of encoded data. The primary sub-
picture encoded data output by encoder 340B is not en-
coded again, but rather is passed on by composers 330C,
330D, 330E to their respective encoders 340C, 340D,
340E. This is done by the adaptation of the idea of frame
composition from the simple process described above
for composer 330B; in the revised process, composition
can accept a sub-picture region input as pre-fulfilled cod-
ed data, or conventional raw unencoded picture data.
Coded and unencoded sub-pictures are both passed on
to the connected encoder. Encoders 340C, 340D, 340E
pass through, and do not process, the primary sub-pic-
ture encoded data output by encoder 340B (as forwarded
to them by composers 330C, 330D, 330E within com-
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posed frames output by those composers), which is to
be used as video for primary sub-picture portions of
frames to be sent to participants C, D, E. That is, encoders
340C, 340D, 340E only encode the secondary sub-pic-
ture portions of the frames to be sent to participants C,
D, E, as composed by composers 330C, 330D, 330E.
[0034] In more detail, composer 330C composes the
secondary sub-picture portion of a video frame to be sent
to participant C by receiving and placing scaled video of
participants B, D, E into their proper positions within a
template of a secondary sub-picture portion of a frame
to be sent to participant C, while also placing the encoded
sub-picture portion of participant A as output by encoder
340B into a primary sub-picture portion of the frame to
be sent to participant C. Encoder 340C receives the com-
posed video data output by composer 330C, and only
encodes the scaled video of participants B, D, E that is
provided in the secondary sub-picture portion of the com-
posed video data into one or more slices. The encoded
secondary sub-picture portion of the frame to be provided
to participant C, as encoded by encoder 340C, is con-
catenated (as will be described in detail in connection
with FIG. 4) with the encoded sub-picture portion of par-
ticipant A (as output by encoder 340B and as passed
through to encoder 340C by composer 330C) into a single
video frame, for output to participant C.
[0035] As discussed above, the decoder of participant
C (part of the codec at participant C) receives the com-
posed and encoded video data output by encoder 340C,
and decodes it as if the video data was created by a
single encoder and not by multiple encoders (in this case,
two). In order to allow the decoder to decode video frames
that include encoded data from more than one encoder
(e.g., the video frames sent to participant C include en-
coded data output by shared encoder 340B and encoded
data output by non-shared encoder 340C, which are
combined into a frame and packetized prior to being sent
to participant C), the encoding performed by the encod-
ers is controlled such that no motion vectors cross the
boundary separating the primary sub-picture portion and
the secondary sub-picture portion of the frame. A bound-
ary separating the primary sub-picture portion and the
secondary sub-picture portion of the frame is known be-
forehand by encoders 340A, 340B, 340C, 340D, 340E,
in which those encoders ensure that the slices of encoded
video data that they output adjacent to that boundary do
not refer to motion vectors that cross the boundary (since
that video data is to be provided by another encoder). A
controller 350 performs rate control for encoders 340A,
340B, 340C, 340D, 340E, to cause the outputs of encod-
ers 340A, 340B, 340C, 340D, 340E to be within an ac-
ceptable bit rate for the video conference.
[0036] FIG. 4 is an example block diagram of another
possible implementation of a transcoder/MCU 110 that
can also create shared video streams in accordance with
techniques described herein. Encoded video output by
codecs of participants A, B, C, D, E are respectively re-
ceived and decoded by decoders 310A, 310B, 310C,

310D, 310E, which respectively output decoded (or
"raw") video streams. Scalers 320A, 320B, 320C, 320D,
320E respectively scale the decoded video streams to fit
within a particular portion of a frame. Scaler 320A may
scale the decoded video from primary participant A to fit
within a primary sub-picture portion of a frame, which
may correspond to the top 80% of the frame. Scalers
320B, 320C, 320D, 320E respectively scale the decoded
video from secondary participants B, C, D, E to fit within
a particular area (or pane) assigned to a secondary par-
ticipant in a secondary sub-picture portion of the frame.
Each secondary participant pane may correspond to 2
to 5 percent of the frame, for example (with the remaining
portion of the secondary sub-picture portion of the frame
corresponding to "background" video obtained from a
video stream of one of the participants). Scaler 320B also
scales the decoded video from secondary participants B
to fit within a primary sub-picture portion of a frame, to
be shown in that portion of the frame to the primary par-
ticipant A. In this case, secondary participant B is the
former primary participant, who is shown to primary par-
ticipant A in order to achieve self-view suppression for
primary participant A. Note that signaling to source co-
decs can reduce the bandwidth of video contributed by
secondary participants to something appropriate to the
resolution at which the video is used, reducing overall
participant contribution bandwidth.
[0037] In some implementations, scalers 320A, 320B,
320C, 320D, 320E are capable of expanding or reducing
a video stream in one or both dimensions (e.g., in an X
direction of a frame, or in a Y direction of a frame, or in
both an X and a Y direction of a frame), so that the scaled
video can fit within a space within a composed frame. If
the video is expanded or reduced in both dimensions, it
can be done by the same scale factor, in order to preserve
the aspect ratio of the input video (e.g., a 16:9 aspect
ratio of a video frame).
[0038] Composer 330B composes the scaled video of
participant A output from scaler 310A to fit within a pri-
mary sub-picture portion of a frame 220 to be displayed
to participant B, and composer 330B also composes the
scaled video of participants C, D, E to fit within a second-
ary sub-picture of the frame 220, in which no video of
participant B is included in the frame 220 in order to
achieve self-view suppression for participant B. For ex-
ample, composer 330B aligns the respective scaled vid-
eo streams of participants A, C, D, E to achieve the format
shown, e.g., by frame 220 in FIG. 2.
[0039] The composed video output by composer 330B
is then provided to encoder 340B, which in this scenario
functions as a shared encoder. Encoder 340B encodes
the composed video output by composer 330B into one
or more slices of video, to be sent out as one or more
packets to participant B. Also, the primary sub-picture
portion of the frame encoded by encoder 340B is sepa-
rately provided to composers 330C, 330D, 330E. The
primary sub-picture portion of the frame 220 encoded by
encoder 340B corresponds to encoded video of primary
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participant A, and is shared encoded data to be used in
generating video frames to be sent to participants C, D, E.
[0040] More specifically, composer 330C composes
the encoded video of participant A as output from encoder
340B to fit within a primary sub-picture portion of a frame
230 to be displayed to participant C, and composer 330C
also composes the scaled video of participants B, D, E
to fit within a secondary sub-picture of the frame 230, in
which no video of participant C is included in the frame
230 in order to achieve self-view suppression for partic-
ipant C.
[0041] In a similar manner, composer 330D composes
the encoded video of participant A as output from encoder
340B to fit within a primary sub-picture portion of a frame
240 to be displayed to participant D, and composer 330D
also composes the scaled video of participants B, C, E
to fit within a secondary sub-picture of the frame 240, in
which no video of participant D is included in the frame
240 in order to achieve self-view suppression for partic-
ipant D.
[0042] Also, composer 330E composes the encoded
video of participant A as output from encoder B to fit within
a primary sub-picture portion of a frame 250 to be dis-
played to participant E, and composer 330E also com-
poses the scaled video of participants B, C, D to fit within
a secondary sub-picture of the frame 250, in which no
video of participant E is included in the frame 250 in order
to achieve self-view suppression for participant E.
[0043] In some implementations, composers 330A,
330B, 330C, 330D, 330E do not perform any scale ad-
justment of the video (since that is done by scalers 320A,
320B, 320C, 320D, 320E), but instead copy each frame
of its input stream (which may include chopping off some
bits within a received frame) to fit into a defined space
within a video frame that it is composing (that is, a frame
having a primary sub-picture portion, a secondary sub-
picture portion, and a boundary separating those two por-
tions, in which the secondary sub-picture portion may
include one or more regions for which secondary partic-
ipant video is to be displayed).
[0044] Encoder 340C receives the composed video
output by composer 330C, and only encodes the com-
posed video of participants B, D, E that is to be provided
within the secondary sub-picture portion of a frame to be
shown to participant C, since encoder 340B has already
encoded the video of participant A that is to be provided
within the primary sub-picture portion of the frame 230
to be shown to participant C. Said in another way, the
encoded video of participant A output by encoder 340B
is passed through encoder 340C, since it was previously
encoded by ’shared’ encoder 340B.
[0045] Encoder 340D receives the composed video
output by composer 330D, and only encodes the com-
posed video of participants B, C, E that is to be provided
within the secondary sub-picture portion of a frame 240
to be shown to participant D, since encoder 340B has
already encoded the video of participant A that is to be
provided within the primary sub-picture portion of the

frame to be shown to participant B. Similar to the descrip-
tion above with respect to encoder 340C, the encoded
video of participant A output by encoder 340B is passed
through encoder 340D, since it was previously encoded
by ’shared’ encoder 340B.
[0046] Similarly, encoder 340E receives the composed
video output by composer 330E, and only encodes the
composed video of participants B, C, D that is to be pro-
vided within the secondary sub-picture portion of a frame
250 to be shown to participant E, since encoder 340B
has already encoded the video of participant A that is to
be provided within the primary sub-picture portion of the
frame to be shown to participant B. Similar to the descrip-
tion above with respect to encoders 340C and 340D, the
encoded video of participant A output by encoder 340B
is passed through encoder 340E, since it was previously
encoded by ’shared’ encoder 340B.
[0047] Encoders 340C, 340D, 340E may also include
a combining function in some implementations, in which
they combine the encoded video of participant B (as en-
coded by encoder 340B) to be provided within a primary
sub-picture portion of a frame, with the encoded video of
a subset of the secondary participants to be provided
within a secondary sub-picture portion of the frame. As
a result, an encoded video stream of a full frame is ob-
tained, which can then be packetized into one or more
packets and sent to the respective secondary partici-
pants C, D, E as packets encoded using an RTP protocol,
for example.
[0048] The encoding by encoder 340B of the video of
participant A to fit within a primary sub-picture portion of
a frame is performed in such a manner that no motion
vectors within the slices of encoded data output by en-
coder 340B cross over the boundary of the frame that
separates the primary sub-picture portion and the sec-
ondary sub-picture portion of the frame. This is because
the video provided in the primary sub-picture portion of
the frame is different from the video provided in the sec-
ondary sub-picture portion of the frame, and thus any
motion vectors that cross this boundary may result in
corrupted video data in the primary sub-picture portion
of the frame.
[0049] In a similar manner, the encoding by encoders
340C, 340D, 340E, of the video of a subset of secondary
participants to fit within a secondary sub-picture portion
of a frame is performed in such a manner that no motion
vectors within the slices of encoded data output by en-
coders 340C, 340D, 340E cross over the boundary of
the frame that separates the primary sub-picture portion
and the secondary sub-picture portion of the frame.
Again, this is because the video provided in the second-
ary sub-picture portion of the frame is different from the
video provided in the primary sub-picture portion of the
frame, and thus any motion vectors that cross this bound-
ary may result in corrupted video data in the secondary
sub-picture portion of the frame.
[0050] Combiners 410C, 410D, 410E (which may be
implemented in some configurations as a separate func-
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tion of the encoders 340C, 340D, 340E, and in other con-
figurations as a component separate from the encoders)
respectively combine (or concatenate) the encoded vid-
eo (one or more slices) of the primary sub-picture portion
of a frame as encoded by the shared encoder 340B, and
the encoded video (one or more slices) of the secondary
sub-picture portion of the frame as encoded by respective
non-shared encoders 340C, 340D, 340E, to form com-
plete frames for output to secondary participants C, D,
E. Combiner 410B combines (or concatenates) the en-
coded video (one or more slices) of the primary sub-pic-
ture portion of a frame as encoded by the shared encoder
340B, and the encoded video (one or more slices) of the
secondary sub-picture portion of the frame as also en-
coded by the shared encoder 340B (but this portion is
not shared with any other processing path), to form a
complete frame for output to former primary participant
B. Combiner 410A combines (or concatenates) the en-
coded video (one or more slices) of a primary sub-picture
portion of a frame of the former primary participant B, as
encoded by encoder 340A, and the encoded video (one
or more slices) of a secondary sub-picture portion of the
frame as also encoded by encoder 340A, to form a com-
plete frame for output to primary participant A. As men-
tioned above, the combining performed by the combiners
410A, 410B, 410C, 410D, 410E can be included as a
function performed by the respective encoders 340A,
340B, 340C, 340D, 340E in an alternative implementa-
tion, in which case no separate combiners would be in-
cluded in such a transcoder/MCU. The combined encod-
ed video streams are output via one or more output ports
to the respective participants.
[0051] Also shown in FIG. 4 is a controller 350, which
controls the operation of scalers 320A, 320B, 320C,
320D, 320E, composers 330A, 330B, 330C, 330D, 330E,
and encoders 340A, 340B, 340C, 340D, 340E. For ex-
ample, controller 350 performs rate control to operate a
video conference within a designated bit rate range. Con-
troller 350 may also designate which of the participants
of the video conference is the primary participant, and
sets the video for that participant as the primary partici-
pant video stream to then be encoded by a shared en-
coder. That is, in FIG. 4, participant A is the primary par-
ticipant, and participant B is the former primary partici-
pant, and so encoder 340B for former primary participant
B is set as a shared encoder to provide encoded video
of primary participant A to be shown in a primary sub-
picture portion of a frame to be shown to each of the
secondary participants B, C, D. If, however, the primary
participant changes to participant C, then encoder 340A,
which becomes the encoder of the former primary par-
ticipant, is set by controller 350 as the shared encoder
to encode video of the new primary participant C (as out-
put by decoder 310C and as scaled by scaler 320C) for
inclusion in a primary sub-picture portion of a frame to
be shown to secondary participants A, B, D, E. It is noted
that the functions of controller 350 may be usually per-
formed by the conferencing application, which has overall

responsibility for the creation, configuration and connec-
tion of any of the processing units appearing in such di-
agrams
[0052] The setting of the primary participant can be
determined by the controller 350, for example, based on
the participant with the maximum audio output in the most
recent time period, or by token passing from the current
primary participant to another primary participant.
[0053] FIG. 5 is a diagram showing a technique in
which a frame 500 of video data is created by a trans-
coder/MCU (such as the one shown in FIG. 4) based on
output from a shared encoder (that provides encoded
data in a primary sub-picture region) and a non-shared
encoder (that provides encoded data in a secondary sub-
picture region for a secondary participant). Frame 500 is
divided up into H.264 macroblocks 510, in which each
macroblock corresponds to a fixed 16 x 16 pixel region
(H.265 uses similar block structures called "coding units"
which may be of a defined size of (2**N)*(2**N) pixels).
Frame 500 is divided into a primary sub-picture portion
(or region) 520 and a secondary sub-picture portion (or
region) 530, which are separated from each other by a
boundary 550. Boundary 550 is shown in FIG. 5 as a
horizontal boundary; however, other types of boundaries
(e.g., vertical, or a PiP) may be employed.
[0054] Boundary 550 may be set based on the number
of secondary participants to be shown in the secondary
sub-picture portion of frame 500 in one possible imple-
mentation, or it may be a preset boundary that does not
change its location within the frame 500 in another pos-
sible implementation. For example, if 1 to 3 secondary
participants are to be shown in the secondary sub-picture
portion 530 of frame 500, then the encoded pane for each
secondary participant would be placed within the lower
20% portion of frame 500 (see frames 210, 220, 230,
240, 250 in FIG. 2, for example). If 4 to 6 secondary par-
ticipants are to be shown in the secondary sub-picture
portion 530 of frame 500, then boundary 550 may be
moved downwards to make the secondary sub-picture
portion 530 of frame 500 take up 17% of frame 550 (and
thus the primary sub-picture portion 520 of frame 500
takes up 83% of frame 500). If 7 to 9 secondary partici-
pants are to be shown in the secondary sub-picture por-
tion 530 of frame 500, then boundary 550 may be moved
further downwards to make the secondary sub-picture
portion 530 of frame 500 take up 11% of frame 550 (and
thus the primary sub-picture portion 520 of frame 500
takes up 89% of frame 500). This adjustment can be
made by the controller 350 to show the display of the
secondary participants in a "balanced" manner within
frame 500.
[0055] Frame 500 shown in FIG. 5 corresponds to vid-
eo data to be provided to a secondary participant, such
as participant E in FIG. 2, and includes video data of the
primary participant (e.g., the current active speaker, par-
ticipant A) in the primary sub-picture portion 520 and vid-
eo data of secondary participants other than the second-
ary participant (e.g., video of secondary participants B,
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C, D) to be provided in the secondary sub-picture portion
530 within frame 500. The encoded data within the pri-
mary sub-picture portion 520 of frame 500 corresponding
to slice 16, which is adjacent to the boundary 550 (i.e.,
right above boundary 550), is encoded (by the shared
encoder) such that no motion vectors of slice 16 cross
into an area beneath boundary 550. Also, the encoded
data within the secondary sub-picture portion 530 of
frame 500 corresponding to slice 17 and slice 18, which
is also adjacent to boundary 550 (i.e., right below bound-
ary 550), is encoded (by the respective non-shared en-
coder) such that no motion vectors of slice 17 and slice
18 cross into an area above the boundary 550.
[0056] FIG. 5 also shows packets of data (Packet 1,
Packet 2, ..., Packet N) sent to participant E, in which
each packet includes two slices of data aggregated into
a payload portion of the packet. Those packets are re-
ceived by a decoder (e.g., codec) of participant E, and
are decoded to provide frames of video to be displayed
to participant E during a video conference attended by
participant E. In alternative configurations, and based on
the size of the packets used to transport the encoded
data to the participants, each of the packets may include
one slice, or a portion of one slice (in which one slice is
fragmented into in two or more packets output by the
transcoder/MCU 110).
[0057] As described above, slice data that form the vid-
eo stream for each participant are treated as if they had
originated in a single encoding process, when in fact they
had originated from multiple encoding processes and
combined into a single encoding stream, in which that
single encoding stream is adapted to an RTP layer
uniquely for each participant, and output onto a network
within payload portions of packets. That is, for each par-
ticipant, slices from the primary and secondary sub-pic-
ture areas of a frame are concatenated into a slice stream
and packetized with per-participant RTP and encryption
properties.
[0058] FIG. 6 is a flow diagram describing the creation
of video frames for conference participants using a
’shared encoder’ transcoder/MCU 110 according to the
techniques described herein, and which may be imple-
mented with Video Conference Shared Encoding Logic
120 as shown in FIG. 1). In 610, video streams output
by conference participants are received by the MCU. In
620, one of the received video streams is designated (by
controller 350 of FIG. 4, for example) as a primary video
stream of a primary conference participant, and in 630,
others of the received video streams (e.g., the remaining
video streams) are designated (by controller 350 of FIG.
4, for example) as plural secondary video streams of plu-
ral secondary conference participants, respectively.
These designations can be remade during the course of
the conference, especially when based on dynamic char-
acteristics of the participants, such as which participants
are, or have been, the most active speakers in the con-
ference.
[0059] In 640, each of the video streams is decoded

by a decoder into frames. In 650, a composer assigned
to one of the secondary participants, such as the former
primary participant, composes a frame for that partici-
pant. The composed frame includes video of the primary
participant in a primary sub-picture portion of the com-
posed frame, and video of at least one other secondary
participant (but not video of the former primary partici-
pant) in a secondary sub-picture portion of the composed
frame.
[0060] In 660, a shared encoder (which in this case
corresponds to an encoder assigned to the former pri-
mary participant) encodes the composed video stream
output by the composer, as an entire frame of video to
be output to the former primary participant, in which a
portion of the frame corresponding to only the primary
sub-picture portion of the frame is output to a plurality of
other composers. The entire frame of video encoded by
the shared encoder is then packetized into one or more
packets, and output to the former primary participant for
display by the former primary participant attending a vid-
eo conference.
[0061] In 670, the other composers (e.g., composers
330C, 330D, 330E in FIG. 3) compose a respective frame
for plural secondary participants by incorporating the en-
coded primary sub-picture portion of the frame output by
the shared encoder (e.g., encoder 340B in FIG. 3) into a
primary sub-picture portion of the respective frame, and
by incorporating video of at least one other secondary
participant (but not video of the secondary participant for
which the respective frame is being composed for) in a
secondary sub-picture portion of the frame.
[0062] In 680, plural encoders (referred to herein as
"non-shared encoders") assigned to produce video bit-
streams for each of the plural secondary participants en-
code the secondary sub-picture portion of the respective
composed frames provided to those encoders (in which
the plural encoders do not act on the already-encoded
primary sub-picture portion of the respective composed
frames). In 690, the encoded primary sub-picture portion
of the respective frames (as encoded by a respective
non-shared encoder) and the encoded secondary sub-
picture portion of the respective frames (as encoded by
the shared encoder) are combined into a full frame for
output to the respective secondary participants. In 695,
the combined encoded video is packetized into one or
more packets, for output to the respective secondary par-
ticipants, for display by those respective secondary par-
ticipants attending a video conference.
[0063] FIG. 7 is a flow diagram illustrating the process-
ing performed by a shared encoder, according to the
techniques described herein. In 710, decoded video
(e.g., frames of video) from a secondary participant, such
as a former primary participant, is received by the shared
encoder, in which the decoded video has been composed
by a composer assigned to that secondary participant. It
is noted that the primary sub-picture content may be
formed from any one of multiple sources, or comprise
one of multiple graphical constructs. Those skilled in the
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art will appreciate that the content is raw video content
of some kind to be sent to multiple secondary partici-
pants. In 720, the decoded frames are encoded to fit with-
in a primary sub-picture portion of a frame for the primary
participant, in which the encoding performed by the
shared encoder is performed such that one or mores slic-
es defined by the shared encoder, and the motion vectors
of the one or more slices computed by the shared en-
coder, do not cross a boundary separating the primary
sub-picture portion and a secondary sub-picture portion
of the frame for the former primary participant.
[0064] In 730, the computed one or more slices that
correspond to the primary sub-picture portion of the
frame for the former primary participant are output by the
shared encoder to composers of other secondary partic-
ipants (ones other than the former primary participant),
for use by those composers in composing frames of video
to be displayed by those other secondary participants
(after having secondary sub-picture portions of their re-
spective frames encoded by non-shared encoders and
then having the primary and secondary sub-picture por-
tions combined by combiners into full frames to be output
to the other secondary participants as one or more pack-
ets). It should be noted that the encoded slices can also
be supplied to the appropriate combiner without passing
through a non-shared encoder.
[0065] In 740, decoded video (e.g., frames of video)
from a subset of secondary participants that do not in-
clude the former primary participant, is received by the
shared encoder, in which the decoded video has been
composed by a composer assigned to the former primary
participant for inclusion in a secondary sub-picture por-
tion of a frame to be displayed at the former primary par-
ticipant. In 750, the decoded frames are encoded to fit
within a secondary sub-picture portion of a frame for the
former primary participant, in which the encoding per-
formed by the shared encoder is performed such that
motion vectors of one or more slices computed by the
shared encoder do not cross a boundary separating the
secondary sub-picture portion and the primary sub-pic-
ture portion of the frame for the former primary partici-
pant.
[0066] In 760, the result of 720 and 750, i.e., one or
more slices representative of video in the primary sub-
picture portion and one or more slices representative of
video in a secondary sub-picture portion of a frame for
the former primary participant, are combined to create a
full frame for the former primary participant.
[0067] In 770, the combined slices are packetized into
one or more packets, and in 780 the one or more packets
are output to the former primary participant, e.g., via the
Internet, or Wide Area Network, or Local Area Network,
for display by the former primary participant attending a
video conference.
[0068] FIG. 8 is a flow diagram illustrating the process-
ing performed by a composer/non-shared encoder
processing path (e.g., the path with composer 330C and
encoder 340C, or the path with composer 330D and en-

coder 340D, or the path with composer 330E and encoder
340E in FIG. 3), according to the techniques described
herein. In 810, the non-shared encoder (e.g., encoder
340C in FIG. 3) receives decoded and scaled video (as
frames of video) from one or more secondary participants
other than the secondary participant that is assigned for
that non-shared encoder. In 820, the non-shared com-
poser also receives encoded video of a primary sub-pic-
ture portion of a frame output by the shared encoder (see
730 in FIG. 7), as one or more slices that represent the
encoded video in the primary sub-picture portion of the
frame.
[0069] In 830, a frame is composed for the respective
secondary participant assigned to the composer/non-
shared encoder processing path based on the received
encoded video and the received decoded and scaled vid-
eo. In 840, the decoded and scaled video of the com-
posed frame that represents the secondary sub-picture
portion of the frame is encoded by the non-shared en-
coder into one or more slices representative of the en-
coded video, in which the encoding is performed by the
non-shared encoder such that motion vectors of the one
or more slices within the secondary sub-picture portion
of the frame do not cross the boundary separating the
secondary sub-picture portion and the primary sub-pic-
ture portion of the frame.
[0070] In 850, the encoded primary sub-picture portion
of the frame (corresponding to one or more slices that
were output by the shared encoder) is combined with the
encoded secondary sub-picture portion of the frame (cre-
ated by the non-shared encoder), into a full frame, which
is then packetized into one or more packets. In 860, the
one or more packets are output onto a network (e.g., the
Internet, a LAN, or a WAN) to the secondary participant
assigned to this composing/encoding/combining data
flow path.
[0071] FIG. 9 is a block diagram that shows the poten-
tial savings achieved by implementing the transcod-
er/MCU 110 that leverages the use of partial shared en-
coding in accordance with techniques described herein.
The amount of processing is based on a 80%/20% split
between the primary sub-picture size and the secondary
sub-picture size in the frames sent to the participants.
Primary participant A receives video of former primary
participant B in the primary sub-picture portion of its frame
210, whereby no other participant receives that video da-
ta in the respective primary sub-picture portion of its
frame. Also, primary participant A receives video data in
the secondary sub-picture portion of its frame 210 that
corresponds to video of secondary participants C, D, E,
which is uniquely provided for primary participant A. As
such, 100% encoding resources are employed for pro-
ducing frame 210.
[0072] Each of secondary participants B, C, D, E re-
ceives video of the primary participant A in the primary
sub-picture portions of their respective frames, in which
this video is provided by a shared encoder. This video
takes up 80% of the respective frames sent to secondary
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participants B, C, D, E (the size of the primary sub-picture
portion in those frames), and is only encoded once, but
distributed to multiple participants, thereby saving on en-
coding resources at the transcoder/MCU. Each of sec-
ondary participants B, C, D, E receives only its unique
video in the secondary sub-picture portion of their re-
spective, so that any self-view does not occur (that is, so
that, e.g., secondary participant C does not see him-
self/herself in the secondary sub-picture portion of the
frame sent to secondary participant C). As such, with four
secondary participants each receiving their own uniquely
encoded secondary sub-picture data (that is concatenat-
ed with the shared video data that is used to create the
primary sub-picture data), only an additional 20% * 4 =
80% encoding resources are consumed to service the
secondary participants.
[0073] As such, the total amount of encoding resources
expended becomes 100% (the amount of resources for
providing a frame 210 for primary participant A) + 80%
(the amount of resources for providing a primary picture
sub-frame 220 for former primary participant B) + {20%
* 4} (the amount of resources for providing secondary
sub-frames for secondary participants B, C, D, E) =
260%. This can be compared to a conventional continu-
ous presence system in which a transcoder/MCU has to
create a unique video stream for each conference par-
ticipant, thereby costing 100% * 5 = 500% in encoding
resources for the same five-person video conference. As
a result, a savings of 500% - 260% = 240% is achieved
using techniques according to the present invention. The
above calculations showing the savings that may be ob-
tained by using a transcoder/MCU 110 in accordance
with the techniques described herein are based on the
premise that the encoding resources expended for en-
coding 20% of a frame are 20% of the encoding resources
expended for encoding 100% of a frame. Similar or great-
er gains in processing economy are achieved when the
number of secondary participants is increased, as long
as the secondary sub-picture does not increase as a pro-
portion of the total encoded frame area. In fact, it is a
reasonable choice to reduce the size of the secondary
sub-picture as a consequence of showing each second-
ary participant at a reduced scale (relative to a secondary
sub-picture that showed fewer participants).
[0074] The scheme of shared encodes can also be ap-
plied to an equal-view layout, which differs from the pri-
mary/secondary layout in that all participants are com-
posited as of equal size, rather than giving a significant
speaker a dominant proportion of the composed picture
area. The equal-view layout involves composing partic-
ipants in an LxL grid, with one participant per cell, and
each cell of equal proportions. This composition can be
treated as L full-width sub-pictures that are 1/L height of
the full picture, and when some of these sub-pictures
encoded for transmission to multiple conference partici-
pants, significant economy can be achieved. One exam-
ple would be L=3, and a 3x3 grid which allows 10 partic-
ipants to be visible in the conference A-J (any one of

which can see 9 others, but not themselves). The first
four participants (A-D) can be shown in four versions of
the top sub-picture as {B,C,D} to A, {A,C,D} to B, {A,B,
D} to C and {A,B,C} to D. To each of these participants,
the remainder of the picture is composed of shared en-
coded sub-pictures {E,F,G} and {H,I,J}. For participants
E-G, the top sub-picture consists of a shared encoded
sub-picture showing {A,B,C} (as sent to D) combined with
individually composed sub-pictures showing {D,F,G} to
E, {D,E,G} to F and {D,E,F} to G. The remainder of the
layout is made up of a shared encode sub-picture show-
ing {H,I,J}. For participants H-J, the first and second sub-
pictures show shared encode strips {A,B,C} (as sent to
D) and {D,E,F} (as sent to G), and the final sub-picture
shows {G,I,J} to H, {G,H,J} to I and {G,H,I} to J. We have
satisfied 10 participants with only 12 sub-pictures each
of 1/3 picture area, with the sub-picture encodes equiv-
alent to 12/3 full picture encodes. Four of 12 sub-pictures
are encoded for transmission to multiple recipients. The
general formula is that using shared-encoded sub-pic-
tures an LxL layout can serve LxL+1 visible participants
from L+1 units of encoding resource (and any non-visible
participants can see one of the streams sent to visible
participants), rather than LxL+1 units of encoding re-
source for the individually encoded case.
[0075] In one embodiment, conference behavior is
rule-based, and these rules define the set of participants
that is shown to any other participant. FIG. 2 can be in-
terpreted as showing a sub-set of a conference in which
only five participants are given visual prominence, these
five being defined, for example, by their recent (e.g. vo-
cal) activity in the conference. But because the second-
ary sub-picture is composed and encoded on a per-par-
ticipant basis, the content of this region can in fact be
defined other than under a strict set of rules, and can
include some element of participant choice. The relation-
ship to the shared encoded sub-picture is maintained if
the overall dimensions of the secondary sub-picture is
common amongst participants. FIG. 10 is a diagram il-
lustrating a graphical user interface (GUI) 1000 that may
be provided to a participant, to allow that participant to
select the view within his/her secondary sub-picture por-
tion 1020 of a frame to be shown to that participant. For
example, the GUI 1000 may be provided to participant E
in FIG. 2. The primary sub-picture portion 1010 of the
frame includes video of the primary participant (e.g., par-
ticipant A), and cannot be modified by the participant.
The GUI 1000 does allow the participant to select which
participants to be shown in the secondary sub-picture
portion 1020 of a frame to be shown to that participant.
In the example shown in FIG. 10, the secondary sub-
picture portion 1020 includes regions for displaying three
other secondary participants, and in this case, the par-
ticipant selected to see views of participant B, F, and C
in that order (the GUI 1000 does not allow that participant,
participant E, to select himself/herself, to maintain self-
view suppression) for display in the secondary sub-pic-
ture portion 1020 of the frame.
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[0076] FIG. 11 is a flow diagram illustrating the creation
of a frame for a participant based on selections made by
the participant the GUI 1000 of FIG. 10. In 1110, selec-
tions made by the participant for which secondary par-
ticipants are to be displayed in the secondary sub-picture
portion 1020 of the frame to be provided to that participant
are received by the transcoder/MCU 110 (e.g., controller
350). In 1115, the secondary sub-picture is composed
based on participant selection. In 1120, a non-shared
encoder (e.g., encoder 340E in FIG. 3) is selected for
creating the secondary sub-picture portion 1020 of the
frame to be shown to that participant (e.g., participant E).
In 1130, the primary sub-picture portion of the frame, as
encoded by a shared encoder, and the secondary sub-
picture portion 1020 of the frame, as encoded by the non-
shared encoder assigned to this participant, are com-
bined, packetized, and output to the participant, for dis-
play.
[0077] As described previously, there is a natural limit
to the number of secondary conference participants that
can reasonably be shown in a minority-area secondary
sub-picture; to show more participants could only be
done by using a scale that would make the view of each
participant ineffective. Yet the conference can accom-
modate more participants, to the extent that they receive
a view of the primary and secondary participants without
themselves being visible in the conference. This class of
off-screen "tertiary" participants can themselves be es-
calated to primary or secondary status if they take up a
more active role in the conference (activity typically de-
fined in the parallel audio streams provided by that par-
ticipant), but while classed as non-active, they do not
have unique requirements for the video that is presented
to them (if not visible, they do not require self-view sup-
pression). FIG. 12 is flow diagram illustrating the alloca-
tion of encoders in the transcoder/MCU 110 due to a new
video teleconference participant entering an existing vid-
eo conference, according to a technique to be described
herein. In 1210, criteria for starting a video teleconfer-
ence is received. This criteria may include the number
of participants, rate control parameters (e.g., designated
bit rate range for the video conference), and character-
istics of codecs provided for each of the participants (e.g.,
high resolution, low resolution). Rate control provides a
mechanism to produce streams of video (and/or audio)
within a bit rate budget, and it takes into account the
encoding of the various encoders utilized to create a split-
frame multi-stream encode according to the techniques
described herein. While the shared encoder will likely
take up a dominant proportion of the bit rate budget, the
non-shared encoders’ bit rate usage also has to be taken
into account for determining whether a video conference
operates within an acceptable bit rate range. Rate control
as performed by the controller 350 (see FIG. 3 and FIG.
4) makes decisions based on bits expended to create
previous frames of video, and instructs the encoders of
the transcoder/MCU 110 to operate at a particular quan-
tization parameter for succeeding frames, to ensure that

the video conference operates within an assigned bit rate
budget for that video conference.
[0078] In 1220, the video teleconference is operated
with a transcoder/MCU 110 having a shared encod-
er/non-shared encoder configuration, such as shown in
FIG. 3 and FIG. 4, in which the shared encoder encodes
a primary sub-picture portion of a frame (corresponding
to video of a primary participant) to be included in frames
to be shown to the secondary participants, and in which
plurality non-shared encoders respectively encode sec-
ondary sub-picture portions of the frames to be shown
to the secondary participants.
[0079] In 1230, a determination is made as to whether
a new participant has entered (or seeks to enter) the vid-
eo teleconference. If No, then the process returns to 1220
to continue the video teleconference in the same manner
as before. If Yes, then in 1240 a determination is made
as to whether the number of participants is greater than
X (X is an integer value greater than two). If No, then in
1260 a separate encoder is assigned to the new partic-
ipant, for encoding a secondary sub-picture portion of a
frame for the new participant. If Yes, then the new par-
ticipant is assigned a non-shared encoder that is current-
ly encoding a secondary sub-picture portion of a frame
for a current secondary participant. For example, if there
are four (4) participants in a video teleconference using
the transcoder/MCU 110 of FIG. 4, then if a fifth partici-
pant enters the video teleconference, an available de-
coding/composing/encoding processing path can be as-
signed to that fifth participant (e.g., participant E). If, how-
ever, there are five or more participants already in the
video teleconference, when a new participant enters, that
new participant is assigned a composing/encoding
processing path already assigned to an existing partici-
pant (e.g., a new participant F is assigned the compos-
ing/encoding processing path already assigned to par-
ticipant C), in which self-view suppression is maintained
for both of those participants assigned to that same com-
posing/encoding processing path.
[0080] In a similar manner, when a participant exits the
video teleconference, a composing/encoding processing
path is freed up for a new participant or an existing par-
ticipant who is currently sharing a composing/encoding
processing path with another participant.
[0081] In a multi-encoder conference, such as one uti-
lizing the transcoder/MCU 110 in accordance with one
or more techniques described above, each encoder op-
erates a rate control function. Video frames at a given
resolution are commonly set to a specific target bitrate,
but where the encoded scene differs between streams,
due to different views of secondary participants, for ex-
ample, the rate control functions of those encoders act
independently to keep each stream to its target bitrate.
A rate control function operates to adjust a quantization
parameter to achieve a target outgoing bitrate of the en-
coded stream. The quantization parameter may be ap-
plied uniformly to an entire frame, or adjusted at the sub-
frame level. When the quantization parameter is applied
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at the frame level, the primary input to the rate control
algorithm which adjusts its value is the consumption of
bits by past encoded frames. If the recent consumption
is tending to exceed the long-term target bitrate, then the
quantization parameter may be adjusted upwards to pro-
duced fewer bits per encoded frame, or if the encoded
bitrate falls below the target, the quantization parameter
value may be lowered, to spend more bits and so achieve
higher video quality. The feedback of bits expended as
a result of past quantization parameter choices is a vital
input to the rate control function.
[0082] The shared state of the video encoding as pro-
vided by the transcoder/MCU 110 extends to the rate
control function provided by the controller 350 of the
transcoder/MCU 110. In more detail, the input to rate
control to meet a target transmitted bitrate may be deter-
mined from the combination of the bits expended on the
common primary sub-picture and the bits expended on
the mostexpensive of the secondary sub-pictures, to en-
sure that, when combined with the common encoded da-
ta output by the shared encoder, even the most complex
secondary participant stream is bounded by the target
bitrate. The other sub-pictures may be coded with the
same quantization parameter as is set for the most com-
plex sub-picture in some implementations, or they may
be allowed a degree of freedom in setting an alternate
parameter value in other implementations.
[0083] FIG. 13 is flow diagram illustrating how rate con-
trol may be performed for the transcoder/MCU 110, ac-
cording to a technique described herein. In 1310, a video
teleconference is started with initial rate control param-
eters (e.g., an initial quantization parameter). In 1320, a
determination is made as to whether X frames have been
encoded since the last rate control, where X is a positive
integer greater than one. If No, then the process returns
to 1310, to continue the video teleconference is started
with the same rate control parameters as before. If Yes,
in 1330 a bit rate of encoded data for a primary sub-
picture portion of a frame as output by a shared encoder
(e.g., encoder 340B of FIG. 3) is computed. In 1340, a
bit rate of encoded data for a secondary sub-picture por-
tion of a frame as output by each non-shared encoder
(e.g., encoders 340A, 340C, 340D, 340E) of FIG. 3) is
computed. In 1350, the largest bit rate of encoded data
for the secondary sub-picture portion of a frame as output
by each non-shared encoder is determined as the max-
imum secondary encoded bit rate. In 1360, the bit rate
of encoded data for the primary sub-picture portion of the
frame is added to the maximum secondary encoded bit
rate, to obtain a combined maximum bit rate for a frame.
In 1370, a determination is made as to whether the com-
bined maximum bit rate is within an acceptable bit rate
range. If Yes, then in 1390, the current quantization pa-
rameter is maintained for the video teleconference, and
the process returns back to the input of 1320. If No, then
in 1380, rate control is adjusted such that succeeding
encodings are performed by the shared encoder and
non-shared encoders to be within an acceptable bit

range. For example, the quantization parameter may be
lowered such that a lower resolution is allocated to the
encoders, so that they can operate within an acceptable
bit rate range. One way to achieve this is for controller
350 to control scalers 320A, 320B, 320C, 320D, 320E
such that they output lower resolution video streams,
which are then composed (by composers) and encoded
(by encoders) so that the video conference can operate
with an acceptable bit rate range.
[0084] Another aspect of the techniques described
herein is the resilience of transcoder/MCU 110 to network
packet loss and how resynchronization can be performed
based on errors in video-compressed frames received
by participants in a video conference processed by trans-
coder/MCU 110. Video compression is achieved by the
prediction of one frame based largely on information pro-
vided in prior transmitted, and decoded, frames. Packet
loss in a transmission channel between an encoder and
a decoder leads to a recipient being out of synchroniza-
tion, such that the succession of frame dependencies is
broken. A simple method for restoring synchronization is
to transmit a keyframe that has no dependence on pre-
vious frames, and proceed from that point. The keyframe
may be considered as an intra-frame, or I-frame (that is,
it is not dependent on any other ’reference’ frame for
decoding the keyframe).
[0085] However, in video conferencing calls, which are
typically both low latency and low bitrate, the size of key-
frames is usually constrained to the point that although
they serve the purpose of decoder refresh (resynchroni-
zation), they are a quality impairment, which needs fur-
ther correction of subsequent frames to restore nominal
quality. Repeated keyframes due to recurrent loss are
then an impairment to video quality. When there are mul-
tiple recipients of a single encoded stream (which may
include streams of multiple encoders combined together,
as described above), the shared encoders of transcod-
er/MCU 110 need to re-synchronize when any of these
recipients have experienced loss, with the resynchroni-
zation action being visible in the shared stream received
by all recipients. When the only available resynchroniza-
tion action is a keyframe that is of degraded quality rel-
ative to normally coded frames, the resychnronization is
visible as a loss of quality to all recipients, and the rate
of resynchronization is related to the aggregate loss
across all recipients.
[0086] The same situation holds for a partial shared
encode, such as one provided by transcoder/MCU 110
of FIG. 1, where any portion of a coded frame is sent in
common to multiple participants. In several standard pro-
tocols, the signaling of loss to a source encoder is at the
frame level, and thus the source encoder is unable to
distinguish between loss of a packet which was part of
the ’shared encoded’ primary sub-picture portion or part
of the ’uniquely encoded’ secondary sub-picture portion
of a frame. As such, the assumption is made that the loss
is due to corrupted data within the encoded primary sub-
picture portion of the frame, thereby necessitating a re-
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synchronization in the shared encoder (e.g., resynchro-
nization of encoder 340B in FIG. 3).
[0087] When the signaling between decoder and en-
coder also includes a per-frame acknowledgement
mechanism, the encoder can build a model of which
frames have been successfully received by the decoders
to which the video stream is sent. The per-frame acknowl-
edgement mechanism is where for each frame transmit-
ted by a source encoder, a receiver (e.g., codec) provides
an acknowledgement that it was able to correctly decode
the encoded data. The information obtained by way of
the per-frame acknowledgement mechanism can be
used to resynchronize to a video frame that is known to
have been successfully received by all recipients. This
form of resynchronization by use of a recovery frame
dependent on a known good reference frame is far less
perceptible to any of the recipients, whether having ex-
perienced loss or not, and may be used to perform re-
synchronization of transcoder/MCU 110 of FIG. 1.
[0088] FIG. 14 is flow diagram illustrating how resyn-
chronizing may be performed with respect to transcod-
er/MCU 110, according to a technique described herein.
In 1410, a video teleconference is started. In 1420, video
frames are output by the transcoder/MCU 110 that each
include a primary sub-picture portion and a secondary
sub-picture portion. In 1430, a determination is made as
to whether a video error indication has been received
from a video conference participant. If No, then the proc-
ess returns to 1420 to continue outputting frames of video
to the participants. If Yes, then in 1440 the shared en-
coder and the non-shared encoders are each instructed
(by controller 350 of FIG. 4) to resynchronize. In 1450, a
determination is made as to whether the resynchroniza-
tion is to be performed using a keyframe or a recently-
sent frame as a reference frame. If resynchronization is
to be performed using a known-good recently-sent frame
as a reference frame, then in 1460 a new frame is en-
coded using the known-good reference frame, and output
to each of the participants. If resynchronization is to be
performed using a keyframe, then in 1470 a keyframe
(e.g., an intra-frame, or I-frame) is encoded and output
to each of the participants. A buffer (not shown in FIG.
4) may be provided for each encoder in the transcod-
er/MCU 110, for storing recently sent frames as reference
frames to be used for resynchronization of a video
stream.
[0089] In the transcoder/MCU of the various tech-
niques described above, each stream generated by a
split-picture multistream encoder/non-shared encoder
system may be fully compliant and entirely consistent
with streams that would have come from a dedicated per-
participant encoder in the fully-transcoded continuous
presence video conference. Also, there are no modifica-
tions required to the H.264 or H.265 bitstream syntax or
the decoding process acting on these bitstreams to re-
construct the received video sequence by each of the
participants that receive the split-picture multistream en-
coded frames according to the techniques described

herein.
[0090] In some cases, the video of the secondary par-
ticipant provided in the secondary sub-picture portion of
a frame may not span the full width of the encoded picture,
either because the secondary sub-picture portion of the
frame is defined that way (as composed by the compos-
ers), or because it is not fully populated by views of sec-
ondary participants. In these instances, portions of the
secondary sub-picture may be composed from the video
used in the primary sub-picture portion of the frame, to
provide a "background" for filling in those areas in the
secondary sub-picture portion of the frame. Where com-
mon content exists across the primary-secondary sub-
picture boundary, actions can be taken to ensure that
any discontinuity that may result from this is not visible
as an artefact. For example, the encoding process, such
as the quantization parameter chosen for encoding, as
well as the algorithms that make encoding choices for
encoding the video, can be locally adjusted to ensure
that there is minimal visible artefact at the boundary sep-
arating the primary sub-picture portion and the secondary
sub-picture portion of the split-encoded frame. As one
example, the encoding (e.g., video compression) per-
formed adjacent to the boundary (e.g., for the row of mac-
roblocks above the boundary and for the row of macrob-
locks below the boundary) can be performed with a great-
er level of quality (i.e., by changing the quantization pa-
rameter for the slices encoded at that portion of the frame
to a higher bit rate) than other portions of the frame to be
encoded, to thereby deal with any possible issues with
respect to artefacts at the boundary portion of the frame.
Further, the H.264 or H.265 deblocking processes can
be applied on the boundary to smooth any residual dis-
continuity.
[0091] As described above, for participants to be able
to decode data that has been encoded by multiple en-
coders and then combined into frames as if the encoded
data was encoded by a single encoder, the participants
receiving the video streams should have common codec
characteristics in order to view a common resolution to
encode and decode a common continuous presence
conference layout. The constraint to a common layout
removes a degree of freedom that can be offered in the
full per-participant transcoded mode (e.g., a continuous
presence video teleconference), which is the cost of em-
ploying a shared encode as utilized in a transcoder/MCU
110 in accordance with the techniques described above.
However, the layout used to encode a video teleconfer-
ence can be adapted as the number of participants
change according to a specified sequence of layouts (see
FIG. 12, for example), or it can be modified by a central
authority, as long as the secondary participants continue
to receive a common layout.
[0092] In cases where secondary participants have dif-
fering capabilities in terms of resolution or codec, the
same procedures as described above with respect to a
shared encoding transcoder/MCU as described above
with respect to various techniques can be applied to gen-
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erate sub-conferences in which participants have com-
mon codec/resolution capabilities, with partially-shared
split-picture multistream encodes combined with custom-
ized secondary picture encodes providing a set of video
streams for all participants requiring a particular combi-
nation of codec, resolution and bitrate. The resources
required for a transcoder/MCU to implement this may be
higher than if all participants were receiving a common
resolution, but would still be far less than if every partic-
ipant were using a unique full-frame encoder, as in a
conventional fully transcoding MCU (i.e., a continuous
presence video conference).
[0093] FIG. 15 is a flow diagram illustrating the creation
of sub-conferences in a video teleconference controlled
by a shared encoding transcoder/MCU, in accordance
with a technique described herein. In 1510, bandwidth
and/or codec characteristics of video conference partic-
ipants are received. In 1520, a determination is made as
to whether any of the bandwidth and/or codec character-
istics are sufficiently different to warrant different treat-
ment. For example, if the bandwidth and/or codec char-
acteristics are within 10% of each other, then they may
be considered to be sufficiently similar (other values may
be used while remaining within the spirit and scope of
the techniques described herein, such as the bandwidth
and/or codec characteristics being within a range of from
0% to 20% to be considered "sufficiently similar" to each
other). If not, then they may be considered to be dissim-
ilar.
[0094] If No, then in 1530 the video conference is per-
formed using the same encoding characteristics for each
participant in the video conference, with no sub-confer-
encing made (unless specifically requested by one or
more participants to suit a particular need by those par-
ticipants to have such a sub-conference). If Yes, then in
1540 video conference participants are grouped based
on having same or similar bandwidth and/or codec char-
acteristics. In 1550, each of the groups is set up into a
separate sub-conference, and in 1560 the video confer-
ence is conducted with the separate sub-conferences,
using different encoding characteristics for creating
frames for each respective sub-conference.
[0095] In 1570, a determination is made as to whether
a new video conference participant has entered (or seeks
to enter) the video conference. If Yes, then the process
returns back to 1520, to determine if that new video con-
ference participant should be grouped into a particular
sub-conference based on the bandwidth and/or codec
characteristics of that new video conference participant.
If No, then in 1580 the video conference is continued "as
is." Note that the assignment of a participant to a sub-
conference concerns only how the video to be sent to
that participant is generated, with the use of sub-confer-
ences a choice to optimize resources while providing
good quality video within the capabilities of each partic-
ipant. Regardless of sub-conference structure or assign-
ment, each visible participant is decoded and scaled ap-
propriately to be made visible in all sub-conferences, so

that an equivalent conference experience is obtained in
each sub-conference, albeit encoded with differieng co-
decs or at differing resolutions or bitrates.
[0096] In a similar manner, sub-conferences can be
made based on whether participants are to receive
switched video, fully-transcoded continuous presence
video, or "shared encoding" video, in which a subset of
each of these different types of video can be provided to
different participants in the same video conference, with-
out causing any degradation to the video provided to each
respective participant. Thus, for example, a video tel-
econference may include first, second and third sub-con-
ferences, in which the first sub-conference may include
three participants who receive switched video from a
transcoder/MCU, the second sub-conference may in-
clude ten participants who receive continuous presence
video from the transcoder/MCU, and the third sub-con-
ference may include seven participants who receive
shared encoded/non-shared encoded (split-frame) video
from the transcoder/MCU. Also, each of those partici-
pants may be able to see video of the participants in the
other sub-conferences that they are not a part of.
[0097] The various techniques for a multi-stream split
encoding video conference system may be applied to
video streams formed by temporal layering, such as vid-
eo streams in which the odd frames depend on each
other, but where the even-numbered frames only depend
on the odd-numbered frames (and thus nothing depends
on an even-numbered frame). Such video frames can be
decoded, scaled, composed and encoded by a shared
encoder and multiple non-shared encoders assigned to
participants, in the same manner as described above.
[0098] The multi-stream split-frame encoding can be
used in alternative implementations beyond video con-
ferencing. For example, for broadcast video sent over IP
networks, or on separate terrestrial broadcast channels,
a primary sub-picture portion of a frame of television vid-
eo may be created for all persons receiving a television
channel by way of a shared encoder, and participants in
a particular region (e.g., a particular country or city) may
receive video created especially for them in a secondary
sub-picture portion of the frame of television video by a
non-shared encoder assigned to each particular region.
The information in the secondary sub-picture portion of
the frame created for each region may comprise a scroll
line or news ticker at the bottom of the television screen
that provides content pertinent to that particular region.
Alternatively, the content provided in the secondary sub-
picture portion of the frame can provide updated infor-
mation (e.g., live or real-time video) with respect to pre-
recorded content that is included in a primary sub-picture
portion of the frame.
[0099] Also, a PiP may be created in a television frame
by using the techniques described above, in which the
PiP sets the boundary of the secondary sub-picture por-
tion of the frame, and the rest of the frame corresponds
to a primary sub-picture portion of the frame. By adhering
to the ’no motion vectors in a slice crossing the boundary’
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criteria in the various different techniques described
above, a television frame with a PiP display can be cre-
ated that is tailored to a television viewer in a particular
location (e.g., the PiP displays a local weather map of
that region).
[0100] FIG. 16 is a chart showing the resources that
may be saved by using a shared encoded/non-shared
encoded (split frame) transcoder/MCU according to one
or more techniques described above, as compared to a
continuous presence or switched video teleconference
not employing the shared/non-shared split-frame trans-
coder/MCU described herein. The plot of resources for
the shared encoded/non-shared encoded (split frame)
transcoder/MCU is based on the assumption that the en-
coding of a portion of a frame (e.g., 3-4% of the frame
for inclusion of video of a secondary participant into a
designated area within the secondary sub-portion of the
frame) is proportional based on its size to the encoding
required for the entire frame. Also, the plot of resources
for the shared encoded/non-shared encoded (split
frame) transcoder/MCU is based on the assumption that
a maximum of ∼10 secondary participants are to be
shown in the secondary sub-portion of the frame, irre-
spective as to the total number of participants in a video
teleconference (primary, secondary and tertiary). As can
be seen from FIG. 16, resources increase linearly as the
number of participants in a video teleconference that
does not use the split frame techniques described above,
whereas a shared encoded/non-shared encoded (split
frame) transcoder/MCU of the one or more techniques
described above is capped at approximately 3.1 ports (or
participants). That is, after three participants join a video
conference provided by a shared encoded/non-shared
encoded (split frame) transcoder/MCU of the one or more
techniques described above, the resources expended by
the transcoder/MCU when another participant joins the
video teleconference does not increase, but rather stays
the same.
[0101] The plot of FIG. 16 is based on the assumption
that encoding effort is approximately proportional to pic-
ture area, moderated by the content. As such, it can be
expected that the encoding effort expended on a sec-
ondary participant sub-picture that is 20% of the total
encoded picture area is approximately 20% of the effort
required to encode the entire picture. While typically the
secondary participant sub-picture is more densely pop-
ulated by complex content than some regions of the pri-
mary participant sub-picture (background), it is also the
case that reduced-scale views of conference participants
have a smaller linear scale of motion, and the effort re-
quired to produce a good-quality encoding of the picture
area is accordingly lower. A plausible model is therefore
that after encoding a stream to be sent to the first of M
secondary participants, comprised of a shared primary
sub-picture and a secondary sub-picture specific to that
participant, for one "unit" of encoding effort, each addi-
tional secondary participant re-encoding of a custom sub-
picture covering x% of the total picture area would require

x% of additional effort, such that encoding the remaining
M-1 secondary participants requires (M-1)∗x additional
effort. As discussed earlier with respect to one multi-
stream split-frame encoding technique, the secondary
sub-picture area x tends to reduce as M increases; and
so one layout model would have (M-1)*x = 40% for M=3,
and (M-1)*x = 90% for M=9. In both cases, a full comple-
ment of M secondary streams is produced for less than
double the encoding effort of a single composed contin-
uous presence stream. Other elements of the preparation
of the composed picture to be encoded also benefit from
a similar saving of duplicated work, but it is the encoding
effort that is computationally dominant. The above equa-
tion can be used to obtain the plot of resources expended
by a multi-stream split-frame encoding transcoder/MCU
as shown in FIG. 16, in which the resources expended
are essentially constant as participants in number greater
than 10 join the video conference.
[0102] FIG. 17 illustrates a depiction of a computing
system 1700 that can determine and perform shared en-
coding/non-shared encoding for a transcoder/MCU ac-
cording to the techniques described above. The comput-
ing system 1700 includes a bus 1705 or other commu-
nication mechanism for communicating information and
a processor 1715 coupled to the bus 1705 for processing
information. The computing system 1700 communicates
with a network via network interface 1795. The computing
system 1700 also includes main memory 1725, such as
a random access memory (RAM) or other dynamic stor-
age device, coupled to the bus 1705 for storing informa-
tion, and instructions to be executed by the processor
1715. Main memory 1725 can also be used for storing
position information, temporary variables, or other inter-
mediate information during execution of instructions by
the processor 1715. The computing system 1700 may
further include a read only memory (ROM) 1735 or other
static storage device coupled to the bus 1705 for storing
static information and instructions for the processor 1715.
A storage device 1745, such as a solid state device, mag-
netic disk or optical disk, is coupled to the bus 1705 for
persistently storing information and instructions. Video
Conference Shared Encoding Logic 120, which may be
stored in main memory 1725, ROM 1735 and/or storage
device 1745, and which also may include some hardware
logic components, is utilized by processor 1715 to per-
form the various techniques described above with re-
spect to one or more implementations.
[0103] The computing system 1700 may be coupled
via the bus 1705 to a display 1775, such as a liquid crystal
display, or active matrix display, for displaying informa-
tion to a user, such as the timestamp information of pack-
ets that have been processed by a network component
that includes the computing system 1700. An input device
1785, such as a keyboard including alphanumeric and
other keys, may be coupled to the bus 1705 for commu-
nicating information, and command selections to the
processor 1715, such as commands entered by way of
GUI 1000 in FIG. 10. In another implementation, the input
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device 1785 has a touch screen display 1775. The input
device 1785 can include a cursor control, such as a
mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys, for commu-
nicating direction information and command selections
to the processor 1715 and for controlling cursor move-
ment on the display 1795.
[0104] According to various implementations of the
techniques described herein, the processes that effectu-
ate illustrative implementations that are described herein
can be implemented by the computing system 1700 in
response to the processor 1715 executing an arrange-
ment of instructions contained in main memory 1725.
Such instructions can be read into main memory 1725
from another computer-readable medium, such as the
storage device 1745. Execution of the arrangement of
instructions contained in main memory 1725 causes the
computing system 1700 to perform the illustrative proc-
esses described herein. One or more processors in a
multi-processing arrangement may also be employed to
execute the instructions contained in main memory 1725.
In alternative implementations, hard-wired circuitry may
be used in place of or in combination with software in-
structions to implement illustrative implementations.
Thus, implementations are not limited to any specific
combination of hardware circuitry and software.
[0105] Although example systems and methods are
shown in the figures, implementations of the subject mat-
ter and the functional operations of the techniques de-
scribed herein can be implemented in other types of dig-
ital electronic circuitry, or in computer software embodied
in a tangible medium, firmware, or hardware, including
the structures disclosed in this specification and their
structural equivalents, or in combinations of one or more
of them.
[0106] While many specific implementation details
have been described herein, these should not be con-
strued as limitations on the scope of what may be
claimed, but rather as descriptions of features specific to
particular implementations. Certain features that are de-
scribed in this specification in the context of separate
implementations can also be implemented in combina-
tion in a single implementation. Conversely, various fea-
tures that are described in the context of a single imple-
mentation can also be implemented in multiple imple-
mentations separately or in any suitable subcombination.
Moreover, although features may be described above as
acting in certain combinations and even initially claimed
as such, one or more features from a claimed combina-
tion can in some cases be excised from the combination,
and the claimed combination may be directed to a sub-
combination or variation of a subcombination. For exam-
ple, recipient-origin control can be provided, in which re-
cipients that experience packet loss and thus corruption
of the video provided to them can request a reduction in
bit rate, to thereby make the effect of packet loss less
irritable to those recipients (e.g., with a reduced bit rate,
one may lose one packet in every ten packets sent to the
recipient, as opposed to one packet in every five packets

sent to the recipient). Also, by requesting a lower bit rate,
the entire video conference may benefit by the lesser
total bit rate output to the collective participants. Also, in
a multiple sub-conference system, participants can be
moved to a sub-conference that is operating at a different
resolution than the one that they are currently in, in a
case where the packet loss is at a high enough level to
cause disruption of the video provided to those partici-
pants. The movement of participants can be done, for
example, at various join events that may include: the
sending of a keyframe by the transcoder/MCU, a gradual
decoder refresh (GDR) performed by the codecs, and/or
when the primary participant in the video conference
changes.
[0107] Also, in a multiple sub-conference system, the
scalers (see FIG. 3) can be controlled by the controller
350 to output scaled decoded video at different resolu-
tions, in which a shared encoder provided for a high res-
olution sub-conference may use the high resolution de-
coded video of a primary participant and non-shared en-
coders may use the high resolution decode video of sec-
ondary participants to form respective high resolution
split-frames for a high resolution sub-conference, and in
which a shared encoder provided for a low resolution
sub-conference may use the low resolution decoded vid-
eo of a primary participant and non-shared encoders may
use the low resolution decode video of secondary par-
ticipants to form respective low resolution split-frames
for a low resolution sub-conference.
[0108] The use of a transcoder/MCU 110 according
the techniques described above provides the benefits of
a continuous presence video conference, but with much
less processing resources as might normally be expect-
ed. This is done in a bandwidth efficient manner, and in
which no new signaling schemes are necessary (e.g.,
H.264 and H.265 video compression protocols are sup-
ported). Also, cascading of MCUs, which is sometimes
utilized in a conventional video conference as a way to
combine resources from multiple MCUs to thereby han-
dle additional participants (e.g., provide additional en-
coding resources to support those additional partici-
pants) is not necessary, due to the low amount of re-
sources required to accommodate additional participants
to a video conference provided by way of a transcod-
er/MCU 110 of the techniques described herein.
[0109] While operations are depicted in the drawings
in a particular order, this should not be understood as
requiring that such operations be performed in the par-
ticular order shown or in sequential order, or that all il-
lustrated operations be performed, to achieve desirable
results. In certain circumstances, multitasking and par-
allel processing may be advantageous. Moreover, the
separation of various system components in the imple-
mentations described above should not be understood
as requiring such separation in all implementations, and
it should be understood that the described program com-
ponents and systems can generally be integrated togeth-
er in a single software product or packaged into multiple
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software products.
[0110] Thus, particular implementations of the subject
matter have been described. Other implementations are
within the scope of the following claims. In some cases,
the actions recited in the claims can be performed in a
different order and still achieve desirable results. In ad-
dition, the processes depicted in the accompanying fig-
ures do not necessarily require the particular order
shown, or sequential order, to achieve desirable results.
In certain implementations, multitasking and parallel
processing may be advantageous.
[0111] For example, the composers may be imple-
mented as software "objects" that can import slice data
(e.g., the encoded data of a shared encoder for compos-
ing within a primary sub-picture portion of a frame) and
raw video data (e.g., decoded video for composing within
a secondary sub-picture portion of a frame), in which
metadata from the slices can be used to describe the
spatial extent of the disposition of the slices within the
composed frame. Also, as seen in FIG. 3, by having the
shared encoder first encode the primary sub-picture por-
tion of a frame, to be sent to non-shared encoders to then
provide within their respective frames (for which the non-
shared encoders encode video from secondary partici-
pants for inclusion in a secondary portion of their respec-
tive frames), the non-shared encoders can be provided
with an early indication of the primary sub-picture portion
of a frame, and match the secondary sub-picture portion
of the frame that the non-shared encoders encode to it.
[0112] Further, as described above, a transcoder/MCU
according to the techniques described above can rela-
tively easily accommodate additional participants into a
video conference that is currently taking place, since the
processing load associated with the additional participant
is minimal (see FIG. 16). Also, video conference partic-
ipants can be pooled, or grouped, into separate sub-con-
ferences, in which low capability or high loss of one or
more participants can be resolved by placing those par-
ticipants into a sub-conference with a lower resolution
criteria than other sub-conferences or the main confer-
ence.
[0113] Still further, in some circumstances slice data
for a greater part of the primary sub-picture portion of a
frame may be switched from a source, in which locally
encoded data is spliced to cover the secondary partici-
pant sub-picture. In this instance, a source encoder of a
participant in a video conference is not aware of the sub-
picture structure as created by the transcoder/MCU. In
one possible implementation, the slice data covering the
majority of the primary sub-picture portion of a frame is
spliced with new slice data coded for the remainder of
the primary sub-picture portion and the secondary sub-
picture portion of the frame. As a result, slice-splicing is
performed in the creation of frames, in which the primary
sub-picture is switched from the source encoder of a par-
ticipant (e.g., the primary participant), without being re-
encoded by the transcoder/MCU, but in which the primary
sub-picture is spliced with individually encoded second-

ary sub-pictures. This is possible where the source en-
coder slice structure is well-suited to the definition of a
sub-picture boundary; one example of such is where a
slice is defined for every whole macroblock row, such
that no slice extends across more than one macroblock
row; such slices are guaranteed not to cross a row-
aligned sub-picture boundary. In another implementa-
tion, the source encoder is informed of the sub-picture
structure of frames created by the transcoder/MCU (e.g.,
the boundary position), and in which the source encoder
of a video conference participant includes this in the slice
structure of the video that it contributes to a part-
switched/part-transcoded video conference. This can be
done via proprietary agreement or via a standardized pro-
tocol on how video is to be used. It can also be done
without changing the slice structure, by negotiating the
source encoder to contribute video of exactly the right
resolution to fill the primary sub-picture portion of frames
that will be then further processed by the transcod-
er/MCU to provide a full frame that includes video in a
primary sub-picture portion and in a secondary sub-pic-
ture portion of the frame. This provides for a hybrid split
screen/multi-stream encoding system that has the ’good-
ness’ of switching of the video of the primary participant
(e.g., original encode quality, low latency), with the spe-
cialization of streams (e.g., the secondary participants
shown to participants in the secondary sub-picture por-
tions of frames), to provide ’continuous presence-like’
video in a single stream with no self-view.
[0114] The above description is intended by way of ex-
ample only.

Claims

1. A method, comprising:

outputting, to a plurality of video conference par-
ticipants (A, B, C, D, E), a corresponding plurality
of encoded video frames, each encoded video
frame being output from a respective one of a
corresponding plurality of encoders (340A,
340B, 340C, 340D, 340E) to a respective one
of the plurality of video conference participants
(A, B, C, D, E), wherein each encoded video
frame includes a first portion of the video frame
and a second portion of the video frame, in which
the first portion of the video frame contains the
same video data for each of the plurality of video
conference participants as encoded by a shared
encoder (340B) of the plurality of encoders, and
in which the second portion of the video frame
is uniquely encoded by the respective encoder
(340A, 340B, 340C, 340D, 340E) of the plurality
of encoders for each of the respective video con-
ference participants (A, B, C, D, E);
receiving a video error indication from at least
one of the plurality of video conference partici-
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pants (A, B, C, D, E); and
in response to the received video error indica-
tion, instructing the plurality of encoders (340A,
340B, 340C, 340D, 340E) to perform resynchro-
nization,
wherein the resynchronization is performed ir-
respective of whether the video error indication
is due to an error in the first portion or in the
second portion of the video frame;
wherein the resynchronization further compris-
es either:
instructing the shared encoder (340B) and each
of the plurality of encoders to generate a key-
frame that has no dependence on any previous
frames of video, and sending, by each of the
respective encoders, to the respective video
conference participant (A, B, C, D, E) the key-
frame; or:
using receipt of acknowledgements from receiv-
ers to determine a respective known-good re-
cently-sent video frame from recently sent
frames stored in a buffer at each of the respec-
tive encoders, encoding a new frame by each
of the respective encoders using the determined
respective known-good recently-sent video
frame, and sending, by each of the respective
encoders, to the respective video conference
participant (A, B, C, D, E) the new frame.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the keyframe sent
to the respective video conference participant (A, B,
C, D, E) comprise an intra-frame.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving a plurality of video streams output by
the plurality of video conference participants (A,
B, C, D, E);
designating one of the video streams as a pri-
mary video stream output by a primary partici-
pant (A) and designating others of the video
streams as secondary video streams output by
secondary participants (B, C, D, E) of the plu-
rality of participants (A, B, C, D, E);
decoding each of the video streams into frames
of video;
composing a frame for one of the secondary par-
ticipants to include video of the primary partici-
pant (A) in a primary sub-picture portion of the
frame and to include video of one or more sec-
ondary participants in a secondary sub-picture
portion of the frame, wherein the frame com-
posed for the one of the participants does not
include video of that participant; and
encoding the primary sub-picture portion of the
frame using the shared encoder to produce the
first portion of the video frame and encoding the
secondary sub-picture portion using the respec-

tive encoder for each of the respective second-
ary participants to produce the second portion
of the video frame .

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising:
scaling the decoded video streams to fit within pre-
determined areas of a frame of video and/or to
change a resolution of the video streams to accom-
modate a target bit rate.

5. An apparatus (1700) comprising:

memory (1725);
a network interface (1795);
a processor (1715); and
a bus (1755) interconnecting the memory
(1725), network interface (1795) and processor
(1715),
the memory (1725) storing logic instructions
which, when executed, cause the processor
(1715) to perform all steps of the method ac-
cording to any one of the preceding claims.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren, das Folgendes beinhaltet:

Ausgeben, an eine Mehrzahl von Videokonfe-
renzteilnehmern (A, B, C, D, E), einer entspre-
chenden Mehrzahl von encodierten Video-Fra-
mes, wobei jeder encodierte Video-Frame von
einem jeweiligen aus einer entsprechenden
Mehrzahl von Encodern (340A, 340B, 340C,
340D, 340E) an einen jeweiligen aus der Mehr-
zahl von Videokonferenzteilnehmern (A, B, C,
D, E) ausgegeben wird, wobei jeder encodierte
Video-Frame einen ersten Teil des Video-Fra-
me und einen zweiten Teil des Video-Frame ent-
hält, wobei der erste Teil des Video-Frame die-
selben Videodaten für jeden aus der Mehrzahl
von Videokonferenzteilnehmern enthält, wie sie
von einem gemeinsam genutzten Encoder
(340B) aus der Mehrzahl von Encodern enco-
diert werden, und wobei der zweite Teil des Vi-
deo-Frame von dem jeweiligen Encoder (340A,
340B, 340C, 340D, 340E) aus der Mehrzahl von
Encodern für jeden der jeweiligen Videokonfe-
renzteilnehmer (A, B, C, D, E) eindeutig enco-
diert wird;
Empfangen einer Videofehleranzeige von min-
destens einem aus der Mehrzahl von Videokon-
ferenzteilnehmern (A, B, C, D, E); und
Anweisen, als Reaktion auf die empfangene Vi-
deofehleranzeige, der Mehrzahl von Encodern
(340A, 340B, 340C, 340D, 340E) zum Durch-
führen einer Resynchronisierung,
wobei die Resynchronisierung unabhängig da-
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von durchgeführt wird, ob die Videofehleranzei-
ge auf einen Fehler im ersten Teil oder im zwei-
ten Teil des Video-Frame zurückzuführen ist;
wobei das Resynchronisieren ferner Folgendes
beinhaltet, entweder:
Anweisen des gemeinsam genutzten Encoders
(340B) und jedes aus der Mehrzahl von Enco-
dern zum Erzeugen eines Keyframe, der keine
Abhängigkeit von vorherigen Video-Frames hat,
und Senden, durch jeden der jeweiligen Enco-
der, des Keyframe an den jeweiligen Videokon-
ferenzteilnehmer (A, B, C, D, E); oder:
Encodieren, anhand des Empfangs von Bestä-
tigungen von Empfängern zum Bestimmen ei-
nes jeweiligen bekanntlich guten, kürzlich ge-
sendeten Video-Frame aus kürzlich gesende-
ten Frames, die in einem Puffer in jedem der
jeweiligen Encoder gespeichert sind, eines neu-
en Frame durch jeden der jeweiligen Encoder
anhand des jeweiligen bekanntlich guten, kürz-
lich gesendeten Video-Frame und Senden des
neuen Frame, durch jeden der jeweiligen Enco-
der, an den jeweiligen Videokonferenzteilneh-
mer (A, B, C, D, E).

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der an den jewei-
ligen Videokonferenzteilnehmer (A, B, C, D, E) ge-
sendete Keyframe einen Intra-Frame umfaßt.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das ferner Folgendes
beinhaltet:

Empfangen einer Mehrzahl von Videoströmen,
die von der Mehrzahl der Videokonferenzteil-
nehmer (A, B, C, D, E) ausgegeben wurden;
Bezeichnen eines der Videoströme als von ei-
nem primären Teilnehmer (A) ausgegebenen
primären Videostrom und Bezeichnen anderer
der Videoströme als von sekundären Teilneh-
mern (B, C, D, E) aus der Mehrzahl von Teilneh-
mern (A, B, C, D, E) ausgegebene sekundäre
Videoströme;
Decodieren jedes der Videoströme in Video-
Frames;
Zusammensetzen eines Frame für einen der se-
kundären Teilnehmer, so dass er Video des pri-
mären Teilnehmers (A) in einem primären Sub-
bildteil des Frame enthält und so dass er Video
eines oder mehrerer sekundärer Teilnehmer in
einem sekundären Subbildteil des Frame ent-
hält, wobei der für den einen der Teilnehmer zu-
sammengesetzte Frame kein Video dieses Teil-
nehmers enthält; und
Encodieren des primären Subbildteils des Fra-
me mittels des gemeinsam genutzten Encoders
zum Erzeugen des ersten Teils des Video-Fra-
me und Encodieren des sekundären Subbild-
teils mittels des jeweiligen Encoders für jeden

der jeweiligen sekundären Teilnehmer zum Er-
zeugen des zweiten Teils des Video-Frame.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, das ferner Folgendes
beinhaltet:
Skalieren der decodierten Videoströme, so dass sie
in vorbestimmte Bereiche eines Video-Frame pas-
sen und/oder eine Auflösung der Videoströme än-
dern, um eine Zielbitrate zu ermöglichen.

5. Vorrichtung (1700), die Folgendes umfasst:

Speicher (1725);
eine Netzwerkschnittstelle (1795);
einen Prozessor (1715); und
einen Bus (1755), der den Speicher (1725), die
Netzwerkschnittstelle (1795) und den Prozes-
sor (1715) miteinander verbindet,
wobei der Speicher (1725) Logikanweisungen
speichert, die bei Ausführung bewirken, dass
der Prozessor (1715) alle Schritte des Verfah-
rens nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che durchführt.

Revendications

1. Procédé, comprenant :

la production, à l’intention d’une pluralité de par-
ticipants à une vidéoconférence (A, B, C, D, E),
d’une pluralité correspondante de trames vidéo
encodées, chaque trame vidéo encodée étant
produite à partir d’un encodeur respectif d’une
pluralité correspondante d’encodeurs (340A,
340B, 340C, 340D, 340E) à l’intention d’un par-
ticipant respectif de la pluralité de participants à
la vidéoconférence (A, B, C, D, E), dans lequel
chaque trame vidéo encodée inclut une premiè-
re portion de la trame vidéo et une deuxième
portion de la trame vidéo, la première portion de
la trame vidéo contenant les mêmes données
vidéo pour chaque participant de la pluralité de
participants à la vidéoconférence telles qu’elles
sont encodées par un encodeur partagé (340B)
de la pluralité d’encodeurs, et la deuxième por-
tion de la trame vidéo étant encodée de manière
inédite par l’encodeur respectif (340A, 340B,
340C, 340D, 340E) de la pluralité d’encodeurs
pour chacun des participants respectifs à la vi-
déoconférence (A, B, C, D, E) ;
la réception d’une indication d’erreur de vidéo
en provenance d’au moins un participant de la
pluralité de participants à la vidéoconférence (A,
B, C, D, E) ; et
en réaction à l’indication d’erreur de vidéo reçue,
l’instruction donnée à la pluralité d’encodeurs
(340A, 340B, 340C, 340D, 340E) de réaliser une
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resynchronisation,
la resynchronisation étant réalisée indépen-
damment du fait de savoir si l’indication d’erreur
de vidéo est due à une erreur dans la première
portion ou dans la deuxième portion de la trame
vidéo ;
la resynchronisation comprenant en outre soit :
l’instruction donnée à l’encodeur partagé (340B)
et à chaque encodeur de la pluralité d’encodeurs
de générer une trame-clé qui n’a aucune dépen-
dance vis-à-vis de n’importe quelles trames de
vidéo antérieures, et l’envoi, par chacun des en-
codeurs respectifs, de la trame-clé au partici-
pant respectif à la vidéoconférence (A, B, C, D,
E) ; soit :
l’utilisation de la réception d’accusés de récep-
tion en provenance de récepteurs afin de déter-
miner une trame vidéo respective réputée bon-
ne ayant été envoyée récemment à partir de tra-
mes envoyées récemment stockées dans une
mémoire-tampon au niveau de chacun des en-
codeurs respectifs, l’encodage d’une nouvelle
trame par chacun des encodeurs respectifs grâ-
ce à l’utilisation de la trame vidéo respective dé-
terminée réputée bonne ayant été envoyée ré-
cemment, et l’envoi, par chacun des encodeurs
respectifs, de la nouvelle trame au participant
respectif à la vidéoconférence (A, B, C, D, E).

2. Procédé de la revendication 1, dans lequel la trame-
clé envoyée au participant respectif à la vidéocon-
férence (A, B, C, D, E) comprend une intra-trame.

3. Procédé de la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre :

la réception d’une pluralité de flux vidéo produits
par la pluralité de participants à la vidéoconfé-
rence (A, B, C, D, E) ;
la désignation d’un flux des flux vidéo en tant
que flux vidéo primaire produit par un participant
primaire (A) et la désignation d’autres flux des
flux vidéo en tant que flux vidéo secondaires pro-
duits par des participants secondaires (B, C, D,
E) de la pluralité de participants (A, B, C, D, E) ;
le décodage de chacun des flux vidéo en trames
de vidéo ;
la composition d’une trame pour un participant
des participants secondaires afin d’inclure une
vidéo du participant primaire (A) dans une por-
tion de sous-image primaire de la trame et afin
d’inclure une vidéo d’un ou de plusieurs partici-
pants secondaires dans une portion de sous-
image secondaire de la trame, la trame compo-
sée pour ledit un participant des participants
n’incluant pas la vidéo de ce participant ; et
l’encodage de la portion de sous-image primaire
de la trame grâce à l’utilisation de l’encodeur

partagé pour produire la première portion de la
trame vidéo et l’encodage de la portion de sous-
image secondaire grâce à l’utilisation de l’enco-
deur respectif pour chacun des participants se-
condaires respectifs pour produire la deuxième
portion de la trame vidéo.

4. Procédé de la revendication 3, comprenant en
outre :
la mise à l’échelle des flux vidéo décodés pour les
adapter au sein de zones prédéterminées d’une tra-
me de vidéo et/ou pour changer une résolution des
flux vidéo afin de tenir compte d’un débit binaire cible.

5. Appareil (1700) comprenant :

une mémoire (1725) ;
une interface réseau (1795) ;
un processeur (1715) ; et
une barre omnibus (1755) interconnectant la
mémoire (1725), l’interface réseau (1795) et le
processeur (1715),
la mémoire (1725) stockant des instructions lo-
giques qui, lorsqu’elles sont exécutées, amè-
nent le processeur (1715) à réaliser toutes les
étapes du procédé selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes.
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